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In tribute to National
Volunteer Week we
offer our thanks to our
wonderful volunteers
There are many people involved in making our Canterbury DHB hospitals tick. Since 1976, our
volunteer service has been assisting patients and staff to help things run smoothly and provide
some extra warmth and comfort at our hospitals, and they’re an integral part of the team.
Our approximately 150 volunteers act as wayfinding guides,
operate mobile shopping trolleys for the wards, man the
library and run a mobile library service, deliver flowers and
donated magazines, work with specific wards to assist
nursing staff and operate the gift shops. The profit from the
goods they sell are donated back to the hospital – since
2005 they have donated nearly $2m. The two longest
serving volunteers that we are aware of are Lorraine Dore
and Eileen Ward, who have both been volunteering with us
for 17 years.
We have volunteers of wide-ranging ages and nationalities
that turn up in all sorts of weather to help out. Christchurch
Hospital Volunteer Coordinator Jan Danrell says they all
seem to leave more cheerful than when they arrive and “we
don’t have any grumps”, which is very encouraging.
Thank you to all 150 of you for volunteering your time,
energy and cheerful attitudes to our hospitals. We are all
very grateful. National Volunteer Week runs from 18-24
June and anyone interested in volunteering for Canterbury
DHB should contact their local hospital to find out if they
have a vacancy.

One of our volunteers, Carol Jenman
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Guidance for staff during the pre-election period
As employees of a government agency, we are expected to do our jobs professionally and without publicly favouring one political
party over another. State servants need to take particular care in the lead-up to, during, and immediately after, an Election.
We have received guidance material from the State Services Commission about the 2017 Election Period and I would like to draw
this to your attention.
This comprises:
»» A comprehensive guidance document ‘State Servants, Political Parties and Elections’ covering such topics as advertising,
costing party political policies, interaction with social media, Official Information Act requests and briefings for incoming
Ministers.
»» A fact sheet – a summary of the key points from the main guidance document.
»» A question and answer sheet – focusing on political neutrality and what it means in practice for State servants.
These materials can be found via the following link to the SSC website - www.ssc.govt.nz/node/10453
While State servants have ongoing responsibilities on matters of integrity and conduct they retain their democratic right to
participate in political activity. The guidance material provides practical advice on the distinction between a person’s rights as an
individual and responsibilities as an employee. The basic rule of thumb is don’t get the two mixed up.
The key things for you to be aware of are:
»» You have the same rights of political expression outside the workplace as ordinary members of the public, however you need to
be politically neutral at work.
»» You must not campaign for a party or a candidate at work.
»» If your job involves speaking publicly, you must avoid showing any political bias for or against particular political parties or
their policies.
»» Work premises or resources cannot be used for party political purposes, this includes displaying posters, wearing political
badges at work, or hosting meetings.
»» You should not provide your work contact details to political organisations, or receive political party material on your work email.
Should you be in doubt about how this material applies to you or a particular situation in which you are involved, you should not
hesitate to discuss the matter with your manager.

Have a great week,

Mary Gordon
Acting Chief Executive
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General Election 2017

Factsheet for State Servants
The pre-election period
The three months leading up to the general
election are called the pre-election period.

Political rights of State servants
Generally, State servants have the same
political rights and freedoms as other
New Zealanders. They must not confuse their
political
rights
with
their
employment
responsibilities. More senior State servants, and
State servants working closely with Ministers
should avoid active involvement in political
activity if it could be seen as conflicting with their
political neutrality obligations.

Further Guidance
• These questions and answers
complement the State Services
Commission’s comprehensive guidance
for the 2017 general election period,
which can be found
http://www.ssc.govt.nz/node/10453
• You should seek advice, in the first
instance, from your managers. The State
Services Commission also provides
further guidance and support. Please
email election@ssc.govt.nz, or
telephone (04) 495 6600 and ask for the
Election Guidance Team.

Government advertising and publicity
Advertising and publicity campaigns that inform people about Government policy or their
rights and obligations do not need to stop. Restraint is required around advertising and
publicity in the pre-election period that may create a perception that government funds are
being used to finance publicity for party political resources.

Communicating with the media
Media interest in the activities of government and its agencies increases during the election
period. Agencies and Ministers’ offices need to have protocols in place to ensure that media
enquiries are handled promptly, and only by those who are authorised to do so.

Interacting with social media
State servants should only contribute to social media, as an agency representative, with
express approval. State servants who contribute to social media in a private capacity must
not do anything that may harm the reputation of their agencies or of the State services.

Contact with Members of Parliament and political parties
State servants should follow their agencies’ established protocols for contact with MPs and
political parties during the election period.

Use of agency resources
Agency premises and resources must not be used for electioneering, or to display party
political material. State servants should not provide their work place contact details to
political organisations or receive political material through their agency’s email or internet
facilities.

Union activity in the workplace
Unions are entitled to carry out representation activities in the pre-election period. Union
material made available to State servants in workplaces must not be visible to the public and
must not represent political advertising.
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Facilities fast facts
Acute Services Building at Christchurch Hospital
As June advances, the curtain wall is in place on the north and east elevations of the West Tower of the Acute Services Building.

The Acute Services Building as seen
from the Heritage Rose Garden in
Hagley Park

Christchurch Outpatients
The first staff workshop about the Christchurch Outpatients building near Christchurch Hospital was held at Canterbury DHB’s
Design Lab last Tuesday for clinical and administrative staff. Entitled “Knowing How We Are Doing and Where We Are Going”, the
well-attended workshop outlined the opportunities that the new building now gives us to improve what we do and how we do it, to
save patients’ time and to make our health system even better.

Participants at the
“Knowing How We Are
Doing and Where We
Are Going” workshop

Information about the workshop, including the Powerpoint presentations given on the day and the floorplans of the five floors of
the building, are now on the intranet.
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The Parking Spot
Life in Christchurch – a transport and travel survey from the City Council
Christchurch City Council is running a regular survey called “Life in Christchurch”
to gauge people’s views on the central city. It aims to provide the Council with
in-depth information on how residents feel about various aspects of life in
Christchurch.
R
P&

The current survey covers transport and travel issues – click on the following link:
www.ccc.govt.nz/chchlife

P

The Parking
Spot

Staff Park & Ride survey
Thanks to all staff who took the time to fill in Canterbury DHB’s short survey on the proposed Staff Park & Ride service. We had
541 responses. Our transport team is analysing the data and will report back soon.

The Library

Browse some of interesting health-related articles doing the rounds.
“New report highlights importance of how we eat” – like to wolf your dinner down in front of the telly? Research shows people
tend to eat more in front of a screen – just one of the findings from How We Eat – Reviews of the evidence on food and eating
behaviours related to diet and body size. From Ministry of Health, published online: 16 June 2017.
“Alfred Sommer: Inventing Public Health Research” – as a medical researcher in Indonesia in the 1970s, Sommer linked child
mortality to vitamin A deficiencies – dubbed one of the most cost-effective health treatments in history. He talks about the current
developments in public health research. From Trend Magazine, published online: 12 June 2017.
“Facts Alone Won’t Convince People To Vaccinate Their Kids” – a measles outbreak in California in 2014 spurred a chain reaction
that lead to legislative changes and rebounding vaccine rates. It’s believed a mathematical model and vocal support from provaccine parents made all the difference. From FiveThirtyEight, published online: 12 June 2017.
If you want to submit content to The Library email communications@cdhb.health.nz.
To learn more about the-real life library for Canterbury DHB:
»» Visit: www.otago.ac.nz/christchurch/library/
»» Phone: +64 3 364 0500
»» Email: librarycml.uoc@otago.ac.nz
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Bouquets
Ward 28, Christchurch Hospital
I have been so well looked after. Your
staff are all amazing.
Ward 10, Christchurch Hospital
Compliments to staff for caring enough
to take time to move some patients
around over the long weekend for a
peaceful sleep. Hard when trying to
recover from operations and pain to be
lacking in sleep which aids recovery.
The staff need more recognition and
compliments for the fantastic job they do
under pressure. Well done, thank you.
Oncology and Radiology,
Christchurch Hospital
I phoned Liz in Patient Services to get
hold of some scans/images. She was
so kind and informative. I also came in
to see her, I also spoke to Jim Edwards
in Oncology and Secretary Pam. Both
Pam and Liz and Mary in Radiography
really pulled out all the stops to ensure
I had the scans prior to flying back to
the UK a day later. It was really first
class customer service… I would like
these staff members to get some formal
feedback recognising that this was first
class customer service and made me
feel better.
Day Surgery, Christchurch Women’s
Hospital
Fabulous, friendly staff when dealing
with patients. Nothing was a problem
when requesting updated information on
our daughter. Many thanks.

Ward 26, Christchurch Hospital
Lovely staff!
Emergency Department and Ward 24,
Christchurch Hospital
I have just spent six days in Ward
24. Right from my entry through the
Emergency Department the service has
been first class. The Ward 24 nurses,
nurse aides, cleaners and meals person
have been of top quality. I have had time
to observe them with patients and noted
their concern and ‘nothing is a bother’
attitude. The meals have been first class,
and the doctors and others making up
the team looking after me have made my
stay drama free. Thank you.
Eye Outpatients, Christchurch
Hospital
Very impressed with your professional
and cheerful service.
Eye Outpatients, Christchurch
Hospital
I would like to compliment the Acute Eye
Clinic. I was assessed by my GP at 7pm
who then referred me to the Acute Eye
Clinic and I was given an appointment
for the next day at 10.30am. All up the
assessment/diagnosis/treatment at this
clinic took one hour and 10 minutes
– that is from the time I registered at
reception to the time I left the building.
In this time I had an assessment by two
health professionals, and a consultation
with another. Plus I was given a plan for
treatment and follow up.

Canterbury DHB staff
Thank you, thank you, so very much.
For your smiles, care, and just being
nice people.
Urology Unit (UU), Christchurch
Hospital
From Ara Student Nurse Ashleigh
Johnson: The Multi Disciplinary Team
(MDT) and nursing staff on UU were
very impressed with the doctor, Martin,
and how he took the time to learn
Russian to communicate with a patient.
He took time to thoroughly explain to the
patient and family and worked well with
the MDT to facilitate a safe discharge.
Emergency Department,
Christchurch Hospital
Dear Mr Meates, the reason I am writing
is a huge bouquet for the hospital
system. My husband had to come in
after a fall from a ladder 10 days ago.
He was taken into the Emergency
Department where he was treated
so well. It was no time before he was
seen, assessed, X-rayed, cleaned,
dislocation reduced, stitched and under
observation. We would like to thank you
and your staff for the care he received…
thank you again for your wonderful,
cheerful and careful staff, and the
volunteer who made me a cup of tea on
our arrival.
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Flu on our doorstep?
The latest statistics show the flu hasn’t arrived… yet. As the
accompanying graphs show, flu rates typically surge in July and
peak in August. July and August are also when our health system
is at its busiest.
It takes around two weeks for the flu vaccine to become fully
effective, so if you haven’t had your free staff flu vaccine already,
please get it. It’s good for the health of you and our health
system.
Clinic times don’t work?
A list of this week’s clinics are provided below. If these times don’t
suit your schedule please contact your authorised vaccinator
– if you’re not sure who your authorised vaccinator is ask your
Clinical Nurse Manager or read the list of authorised vaccinators
on the intranet.
Need another reason to get your flu shot?
There is evidence that repeated flu vaccinations leads to broader
immunity – so if you have had the vaccination in previous years…
keep having it!
Had your flu shot somewhere else?
If you had your flu vaccine at your general practice team or at a
pharmacy, please let us know by clicking on the button on the flu
intranet page.

Clinics this week:
Christchurch Campus
Monday 19 June, 3 – 4pm
Room G195 (Corridor behind shops/opposite Otago Research)

Burwood Campus
Wednesday 21 June, 8.30 – 10.30am
BWD 1:1

Thursday 22 June, 9.30 – 10.30am
Great Escape Café

Hillmorton Campus
Thursday 22 June, 2.30 – 3.30pm
Clinical Services Unit (a Roll the Dice clinic)

Thursday 22 June, 11.30am – 2.30pm
Room G195 (Corridor behind shops/opposite Otago Research)

Authorised vaccinators –
here for you!
Registered Nurse Rachel McEwan is one of Acute Medical
Assessment Unit’s authorised vaccinators.
It’s important to Rachel to be vaccinated as she works
with patients who are acutely unwell and some who have
influenza.
“I have young children at home and I don’t want to take flu
home with me and spread it to them either,” she says.

Acute Medical Assessment Unit Nurse, Rachel McEwan
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Advance care planning in the
media
Advance care planning for life before you die is a topic both Canterbury DHB and the Health Quality and Safety Commission are
keen to promote.
Advance care planning is the process of thinking about, talking about and planning for future health and end of life care. This
type of planning is important to make sure your wishes are known in case you are not able to express them when required to
because of illness or lack of capacity.
An article on the topic was published in the June issue of The Senior Citizen on page 17.
To read more about advanced care planning visit www.advancecareplanning.org.nz

Police thanked for donation
Representatives from the New Zealand Police Southern
Communications Centre were presented with a Certificate
of Appreciation for their generous gift to the Emergency
Department (ED) of two comfortable patient chairs.
The certificate was presented by ED Clinical Director,
David Richards, and Nurse Manager, Anne Esson.
The Police Southern Communications team raised money
for the two chairs, worth $1,600, by donating money and
wearing mufti instead of their uniform on night shift in the
Communications Centre. This is done several times a year and
the money donated to worthy causes.
Centre right, Police Dispatcher, Michelle Dorreen, accepting certificate from ED
Clinical Director, David Richards

ED and Police staff with, centre,
Police dispatchers, left, Sharron
Richards and Michelle Dorreen,
sitting on the donated chairs
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Canterbury DHB speaker at
conference
A successful New Zealand Nurses Organisation (NZNO) Women’s Health Conference held in Auckland from 25-27 May attracted
120 nurses from throughout New Zealand.
Christchurch Hospital Cardiology Clinical Nurse Specialist, Murray Hart, received glowing comments for his presentations on
cardiac medications: myocardial infarction angina, and, antiarrhythmics (a group of medications used to suppress abnormal heart
rhythms). His second presentation the following day at the Women’s Health Conference was on cardiovascular disease in women.
“We were very fortunate to also have GP Jane Nugent from Australia attend who has a passion for educating nurses in
relation to medicines, outcomes and expectations,” says 2017 Conference Co-Chair and Pharmacology Study Day Treasurer,
Dianna Morrison.
Plans are underway to develop the presentations into a ‘road show’ which will expand to cover additional content including
illicit drugs and their effects with a powerful and illuminating presentation from Senior Constable Bruce Lamb, she says.
A repeat conference will be held in Auckland later in the year.

Senior Constable, Bruce Lamb, speaking at the conference
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App to improve quality and
efficiency of patient care
Cortex is an iPhone and iPad app developed by Sense Medical in collaboration with
Canterbury DHB to improve quality and efficiency of patient care.
It provides a clinician’s patient list and task list, digitalises patient management and workflows
and allows diagnostic results access at the bedside.
It also enables paper-less clinical notes, creation of orders and communicating with the rest
of the team.

Cortex
Super User

Cortex is launching in General Surgery for the entire multidisciplinary team from June 21 for
an initial three-month validation.
The DHB is excited for this trial to come to fruition and to see the outcome measures that will
be reviewed during and post-trial completion.
During the trial all medical notes related to General Surgery inpatients will be documented
into Health Connect South (HCS), and clinical notes created in Cortex will be immediately
available in HCS.
Clinical staff are advised to look in paper notes and HCS for all clinical information if you are visiting a ward.
User training has been ongoing and the DHB now has a superb group of Superusers to support all staff involved.
There has also been great collaborative teamwork across Information Services Group, Organisation Development Unit, Allied
Health, Nursing and Medical staff. A huge thanks to all those who are involved and have stepped up to support this trial.

Some of the app’s Superusers, from left, Occupational Therapist, Amelia Van Zoelen, Clinical Dietitian, Nutrition and Dietetics department, Catherine Fogerty,
Registered Nurse, Holly Brown, Charge Nurse Manager - Ward 16 / Surgical Assessment and Review Area, Diane Brown, Surgeon, Saxon Connor, and Clinical
Nurse Specialist, Danielle Spencer
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Generous donation to Māia Health
Foundation
Six generous Lions clubs have combined funds to donate more than $20,000 to the Māia Health Foundation.
The Ashburton County, Ashburton Pakeke, Hinds, Mayfield, Methven and Rakaia Lions Clubs presented their donation of
$20,600 to Māia Health Foundation CEO Michael Flatman at the recent Lions zone meeting at Rakaia.
The Māia Health Foundation was launched in May 2016 to raise funds for the Canterbury health system. It is currently fundraising
for enhancements of a new rooftop helipad on top of the Acute Services Building under construction at Christchurch Hospital.
The helipad will help with the expected growth in helicopter
missions and reduce the time required to transfer patients to
hospital care; it currently takes an average of 13 minutes by
ambulance from nearby Hagley Park.
The expansion of the on-site helipad is set to cost $2 million.
People looking to donate to Māia Health Foundation and
support the health system improvements can visit
www.maiahealth.org.nz.
Māia is also hosting a black-tie fundraising “Feast” in August –
get your glad rags on for an excellent cause.

An artist’s impression of Christchurch Hospital’s planned rooftop helipad
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One minute with…
Sarah Ellery, Nurse Practitioner
Oncology
What does your job involve?
Being a Nurse Practitioner (NP) is a clinical role and the scope
of an NP allows me to diagnose and implement a management
plan for patients under my care. I work in Oncology and
specialise in managing patients with colorectal cancer, which
includes prescribing chemotherapy. I am also rostered to work
in our acute triage service two half-days a week reviewing and
treating any unwell Oncology patients. And, I am developing
an interest in patients with genitourinary cancers.
Why did you choose to work in this field?
I have had an interest in Oncology from the time I was a
nursing student and had a placement in the Oncology ward. I
spent my first few years nursing in a variety of surgical settings
as well as high dependency and intensive care units. Surgery
was largely cancer-orientated and I wanted to follow the
path many patients took once they left surgery, so moving to
Oncology was the natural path to follow. Seventeen years later
I am still there!
What do you like about it?
The people. The variety in the work. The rewards. The
challenges. My husband regularly comments on my love of
getting up in the morning so I can get to work!
What are the challenging bits?
The most challenging bits to me currently involve being a
Nurse Practitioner. The role of Nurse Practitioner remains a
mystery to most health professionals and the public. There
are currently about 270 NPs in New Zealand and of those
only four are currently employed in NP roles in the oncology/
haematology area. I am always explaining the role and
dispelling the myth that NPs are replacement doctors or aspire
to be doctors. NPs remain nurses first and foremost but do
develop clinical knowledge and skills that have traditionally
been medical.
I am the first NP in Canterbury DHB who has been given the
same rights and responsibilities as a Senior Medical Officer
(SMO) – therefore I am responsible for the patients I am seeing,
there is not an assigned SMO. Additionally I have admitting
rights for the patients under my care which is a huge challenge.
Thankfully I work with a highly supportive team of oncologists
that support me with their broader medical knowledge.

Working with them
has allowed me to
see both the science
and art of medicine in
action.
What do Canterbury
DHB’s values (Care
and respect for
others, Integrity
in all we do and
Responsibility for
outcomes) mean to
you in your role?
Care, respect
and integrity have
always meant a
significant amount to
me. Responsibility
for outcomes has
stepped up another notch becoming an NP and taking on full
responsibility for those under my care.
One of the best books I have read was…
It’s been quite a while since I have read much of anything that
isn’t a textbook or journal article. But I do enjoy crime fiction
that involves forensic science.
If I could be anywhere in the world right now it would be…
Lying on the beach right in front of a fale in Manase, on the
island of Savaii in Samoa.
My ultimate Sunday would involve…
Sunshine, blue sky, no wind and a pedal on my bike, or a walk
somewhere scenic with my husband and friends.
One food I really like is…
Anything seafood, particularly Bluff oysters and hot smoked
salmon.
My favourite music is…
I enjoy a variety of music.
If you would like to take part in this column or would like to
nominate someone please contact Naomi.Gilling@cdhb.health.nz.

Who inspires you?
The people and their families who require our care inspire
me in their approach to life given they may be faced with
life-limiting illness. In addition, the medical oncologists I work
with are inspirational in the depth of their knowledge and
their expertise in communicating with the people in our care.
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Pink Ribbon Breakfast
The Social Work department at Canterbury DHB wish to say a “massive thank-you” for the kind donations and support received
towards their Pink Ribbon Breakfast.
They were absolutely blown away by the generosity from many Christchurch businesses and the staff at both Christchurch and
Christchurch Women’s hospitals, says Social Worker, Charmaine Norton.
The breakfast and raffle raised $2,580 for Breast Cancer New Zealand, “which we could not have done without the community
support”.
“A special thank you to the group of social workers who were there quite early in the morning and helped with the set up and
cooking, and to Eru from Māori Health for manning the barbecue for us in the freezing cold.”
They received donations for the breakfast and raffle from many organisations and people and wish to express heartfelt thanks,
Charmaine says.
Breast Cancer New Zealand
will use the money raised
to give Kiwis access to
leading-edge research,
with a special focus on
treatments to prevent cancer
spreading, and to extend
the lives of people with
advanced breast cancer.
It will also be used to help
New Zealanders with breast
cancer receive all the
support they need during
their treatment and recovery,
including rehabilitation
programmes, counselling,
and access to a supportive
patient community.

Members of the social work
team and invited guests enjoying
breakfast
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Retirement of long-serving
District Inspector
Robert Perry, who was appointed 32 years ago as a District Inspector of
Sunnyside and Templeton hospitals has retired.
District Inspectors (DIs) are lawyers appointed by the Minister of Health under the
Mental Health Act.
In his time he has seen significant change. For instance, under the 1969
Mental Health Act then in force, intellectual disability was a ground for making
a compulsory treatment order – or an order for committal as it was then known,
Robert says.
Proposed changes to the Mental Health (Compulsory Assessment & Treatment)
Act, which was passed in 1992, removed intellectual disability on its own, as a
ground for a compulsory order.
There was strong opposition to these proposed changes, particularly from the
parents of residents of Templeton Hospital as the changes would result in its
closure.
However those parents now accept that the move by intellectually disabled
people from hospital to residential care has improved their quality of life, he says.
Retiring District Inspector, Robert Perry

Other changes included in the 1992 Act were to the role of a DI, who is now
required to not only ‘inspect’ hospitals and other facilities where compulsory
patients are treated, but also ensure that the rights of patients are respected and to inquire into complaints about breaches of
those rights.
“One aspect of ensuring that the rights of patients are protected is to arrange representation, usually by a lawyer, of patients at
judicial hearings.”
During the time he has been a DI there have been improvements in medication and in the training of nursing staff, Robert says.
“As a result, patients are required to spend less time in hospital.”
Careful plans are still required for the discharge and transition of patients to the community and, in most cases, patients remain
under the care of a Canterbury DHB Community Mental Health Service.
Medical and nursing staff are dedicated and hard-working, he says. Patients, although often very unwell soon after their
admission, are usually civil and prepared to talk to him.
“Although there have been numerous occasions when staff members have warned me that a patient might be violent, the
only ‘assault’ I have experienced was when a female patient threw a jar of foundation cream over me.” The Ministry of Health
reimbursed him for the cost of dry cleaning his suit.
Chief of Psychiatry, Peri Renison, says Robert’s tireless lobbying for the rights of patients while at the same time having a good
understanding of the realities of facilities and work-pressures for staff resulted in a balanced, fair approach to the role. He is
widely respected and will be missed.
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Canterbury Grand Round
When: Friday, 23 June 2017 – 12.15pm to 1.15pm
with lunch from 11.45am
Venue: Rolleston Lecture Theatre
Prof Lisa Stamp, Rheumatology
“Can we safely use higher doses of allopurinol to treat
gout?”
Please keep an eye out for the daily Staff Communications
Update email for a full blurb on this presentation later this
week.
Dr John Maash, Brain Injury Unit
“Space Warp”
How our brains perceive space and the disorders of spatial
and object perception that occur when the parts of the brain
are injured. Our brains are wired to give us a constant and
instantaneous update of the space in which we move while
awake. This presentation looks briefly at the complexity of how
our brains work in this regard and what happens in the event of
brain damage to these areas.

Chair: Mark Jeffrey
Video Conference set up in:
»» Burwood Meeting Room 1.5
»» Wakanui Room, Ashburton
»» Administration Building, Hillmorton
»» The Princess Margaret Hospital, Riley Lounge
»» Pegasus, 401 Madras Street, Christchurch, Room 1.02
All staff and students welcome.
This talk will be uploaded to the staff intranet within
approximately two weeks.
Next is – Friday, 30 June 2017
Convener: Dr R L Spearing, ruth.spearing@cdhb.health.nz
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Community Education Seminar
June 2017
Dementia: caring and stress
Dementia can be emotionally, mentally and physically
stressful for all concerned. Looking after yourself is very
important.

Libby Gawith, Community Psychologist and Ara Institute of
Canterbury lecturer, will talk about:
 How to recognise symptoms and sources of your
stress
 Caring roles and stress
 Health effects of stress
 Strategies and techniques for managing your
stress
There will also be time for questions.
Please register to ensure a place!

Date

Tuesday 20th June 2017

Time

10.30am – 12 midday

Venue

Dementia Canterbury

314 Worcester Street, Linwood
(Between Fitzgerald Ave & Stanmore Rd)

Address: 314 Worcester Street Christchurch Postal Address: PO Box 32074 Christchurch 8147
Ph: 0800 444 776 Email: admin@dementiacanterbury.org.nz Website: www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz
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Rapaki Māori Women’s Welfare League
Fundraiser
Friday, 5pm - 23 June 2017
Rehua Marae, 79 Springfield Road, St Albans.

Come celebrate Matariki with an evening of
waiata, dancing, kai and an art auction. Have fun
and help us fundraise to send delegates to the
National MWWL Conference 2017

Tickets Available From Rehua Marae Office.
Tel: 355 5615
$30 cash only please.
If you would prefer to pay online, please contact our Secretary, Lynere.
Email lynere@inet.net.nz or phone 0276765745.
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SAVE THE DATE…………….…
Calling all RN’s and CNS’s Please join us to hear from some inspirational speakers
from around New Zealand and Australia at our national conference……………

conference.cnssnz@gmail.com or ph. 0274456283 Rachael Haldane

Can you provide us with a fabulous presentation (Oral / Poster) to share
innovative ways in which you have challenged current practice and led
change? Call for abstracts opening soon.
Website, conference details and registration costs to follow
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